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AMERICAN UNDERGROUND, aka
MINUTEMEN, FORT WORTH, TEXAS
INFORMATION CONCERNING - INTERNAL SECURITY

Re Dallas airtels to Bureau, 3/26/65, 4/1/65, 5/11/65,
and 6/24/65.

Enclosed for the Bureau are 11 copies of a letterhead
memorandum. Two copies are enclosed for Kansas City.

ATTU, INTCC, OSI, and Secret Service, locally, are
being furnished two copies each of the letterhead memorandum.

Enclosed letterhead memorandum is classified con-
fidential inasmuch as unauthorized disclosure of the information
could reasonably result in the identification of a confidential
source of continuing value and compromise his future effective-
ness.

Investigation at Montague County, Texas, and at Bowie,
Texas, was conducted by SA WILLIAM E. LOGG, JR.

The source referred to in attached letterhead memorandum
is DL 269-PSI who was contacted by SA GARRY OWEN WATT at
Fort Worth, Texas.
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05-1280-244
It is to be noted that referenced communications contained leads to interview RICHARD W. DAWSON and OTTO "DUKE" KOLING at Fort Worth, Texas.

On 7/15/65, DL 269-PSI advised SA GARRY OWEN WATT that he was quite certain any additional interviews with individuals associated with instant group, at the present time, would more than likely uncover him as an informant. Informant advised that the interview of GRADY R. TURPIN by an Agent of the FBI had not only left TURPIN shaken by the experience but also suspicious of informant's activities. Informant stated that he felt certain that TURPIN had communicated his suspicions to other members of the group, and any additional interviews of members of the group would seriously curtail his effectiveness.

Continued contacts will be maintained with DL 269 and all other pertinent investigation will be conducted in regard to the group, but it is not felt that any additional interviews at this time would be in the best interests of the Bureau.

LEADS

DALLAS

AT FORT WORTH, TEXAS. Maintain contact with DL 269-PSI.